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COVER STORY: We reproduce the front cover of
“Radio Pictorial" of July 21, 1939. It looks like it was
a good summer -- but what is the make of the radio
which the lady has taken aboard her rowboat? Is it a
Pye?
Our last cover — Bulletin ' 19  number 1, unfortunately
caused some confusion and several readers have
offered “corrections” all of which were wrong! The
Editor offers his apology and prints the only correct
"correct ion” ,  the  fo l lowing from our  Cha i rman  Pat
Leggatt:
First, the family on the cover of Popular Wireless’s
first issue are listening, not  to a crystal set, but  to a 1 -
valve Westinghouse/RCA Aeriola Senior: indeed the
batteries can be seen under the table.
The photograph in the “Cover Story” item showed the
Westinghouse/RCA Aeriola Junior crystal set, which
at first glance does look rather similar to the Aeriola
Senior: both sets were manufactured by Western
Electric, whose agreement with RCA prevented them
from selling sets in America under their own name.
The crystal set was marketed in England by the
Aeolian Company as the Aeriola Junior, by Western
Electric (UK) as the type 44001, and by Metrovick as
the Cosmos Radiophone type C1.
If readers have any attractive and interesting early
magazines which might make good cover subjects
(especially no.1 issues), the Editor would be grateful
to borrow them.
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Meetings

The Society’s next main meeting is at
Harpenden on June 5th and will take
the  form of a major swapmeet with a
mini-auction at the end of the day.
Application forms for tickets t o  the
event  are be ing  sen t  out  wi th  th is
i s sue  and  shou ld  be  returned to the
organiser,  Robert  Hawes ,  wi thout
delay.

In the  meant ime  there  will be  two
regional meet ings  in May. The first,
on  the  8th, is being organised by Alex
Wool l i ams  (Tel: 0272  7219730)  at
Portishead, and the second, on the
29th, is being organised by John
Howes  (Tel: 0892  540022)  at
Southborough.

All meetings are open only to  fully
paid-up members and tickets must be
obtained in advance.

Baird  lecture

A rare treat  i s  in store in May for
those  interested in early t e l ev i s ion ,
when Dr. Malcolm Baird presents an
i l lus t ra ted  lec ture  on  h i s  celebrated
father, in London.

The lecture, entit led,  “The Birth of
Television - a history of Baird’s
struggle”, will be presented from 8 until
10pm on  Friday 20th May at Anerley
Town Hall, Anerley Road, SW19.

The  ta lk  te l l s  how Baird ,  who first
made  a t rue  te levis ion picture in
1925 ,  had to  s truggle hard to
establish it then went on to devise a
sys tem of night v i s ion ,  co lour  and
stereo television, receiving little
recognition for his work until after his
death in 1946 .

Malco lm Baird  was born in
Sydenham in South London ,  and
witnessed the fire which destroyed
Crystal Palace where his father set up
a television studio. He holds dual UK
and Canadian  ci t izenship and  is  at

present  on  a v i s i t ing  Fel lowship  at
Robinson College, Cambridge.

The lecture is under the auspices of
The  Crys ta l  Palace Founda t ion .
Tickets, price £3 must be obtained in
advance from them by writing,
enclos ing a cheque  and  a return
envelope to Eric Price at 84 Anerley
Road, London SE19  2AH.

Ray Herbert, a member of the
Foundation and an honorary member
of the  BVWS, has  long been
campaigning to have a plaque erected
in Crystal Palace park to mark JLB's
achievements. Recently the London
Borough of Bromley were persuaded
to approve the idea  and it is hoped
that the money raised by the lecture
will enable the idea to be fulfilled.

Any colour you l ike

Fans of coloured bakelite radios who
get very excited when  “unknown”
coloured examples appear, may like
to  know that they may soon be  able
t o  buy a round Ekco in any colour
they fancy ~ providing they will accept
a “fake”. The antiques reproduction
industry, which has been turning out
remarkably authentic  looking  “old"
green te lephones ,  using genuine
“works” in  imi ta t ion bakelite cases
cast from originals, has now turned its
attention to radios — no doubt spurred
by  a reported sa le  at £20 ,000  of a
green A065. Sold in large quantities
from 1932  in brown and black, they
were offered in green onyx or  pearl
for a short time but due to lack of
demand it is doubtful if the latter ever
came out of the factory - the two or
three examples recently seen are
likely to have been “made up” later,
using odd coloured cabinets made up
for display purposes.

The reproduction or all kinds of
antiques is an ancient and often
expert craft —- there are fakes which
are as valuable and collectable as the

artefacts they  imi ta te  —- and hones t
reproduct ions  of good  qual i ty  are
acceptable to many people who can’t
afford originals. lf properly marked
and  offered wi th  no  in t en t ion  to
deceive they may be acceptable but
the  problem is that as things change
hands they can be misrepresented by
unknowledgable or unscrupulous
sellers.

In the  case  of the  co loured  Ekcos ,
some very doubtful objects have been
appearing in various places and so  it
is a case of “Let the  buyer beware!".
Reproductions are not made from
genuine bakelite but from modern
plastics, but to spot a good fake you
need an expert eye.

Reproductions of the honest kind,
which  are be ing properly  marked ,
have recent ly  been  manufac tured  as
prototypes by two members of the
BVWS who were fascinated to explore
the craft opportunities of the exercise.
Gerald Wells of the Dulwich Vintage
Wireless  Museum has  produced no
less than six AD65 copies - all in
different bright co lours .  They  have
brand-new works which he has
constructed to fit his hand-made
cabinets.

Clive Mason, who is much in demand
among members keen on  restoration
for his excellent reproduction knobs
and  dial -g lasses ,  Has under taken  a
much more ambitious project. He  has
produced prototype A065 cabinets in
authentic-looking plain and marbled
colours, using modern resin mixtures:
a task which entailed solving some of
the tricky problems which the original
Ekco experts must have encountered.
Fitted with original chassis and put on
display, the  sets caused quite  a stir.
They were carefully examined  by
enthusiasts who were eventually put
out of their misery by Clive, whose
cabinets are likely to be in demand by
people seeking to replace irreparably

Continued on next page >
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damaged ones or to produce objects
of amusement.

Now that most equipment coming to
light seems to be in increasingly poor
condition, more reproduction spares
are being produced for restorers.
Many kinds  of  spares such as dial-
glasses knobs, chromium fittings,
grille-cloths, fibre backboards, crystal
detectors andeven new “R”  valves
are already being produced.  In
add i t i on ,  serv ices such  as t rans-
former-winding, ebonite-engraving,
electroplating and data supply are
available. It is often not easy to know
where such things can be found so it
would be useful if members who have
done some detective-work would
keep ou r  In format ion Officer Dave
Adams informed please.

Museum News

Amberley Museum of  industrial
archaeology, Sussex, which has a
good wireless museum as well as a
narrow-gauge railway, o ld  vehicles,
arts and crafts displays and working
models, is now open. It is expected
that they will hold a wireless rally in
September. Enquiries to 0798
831370 .

BVWS member Steve Harris is
planning to open a broadcasting
museum at his premises in Bridge
Street, Chester. to house his wireless
and television collection. He expects
t o  have period room settings, inter-
active displays and a 1970’s
television studio. Enquiries to him on
0244 328968.

Enrico Tedeschi, also a BVWS
member, earlier in the year moved
from Italy to Hove, Sussex, bringing
with him his collection of radio
equipment and displays. He has
already held a small exhibition and is
now looking for a place to establish a
permanent museum on the South
Coast. He can be contacted on 0273
777 850.

Computer talk

A talk on the history of the Personal
Computer is  to be given by P. E.
. l ndk ins  at the  lEE, Savoy P lace.
London at 5 .30  pm on  25th May.
Admission is free.

Bakelite Fair

Radio and television sets will be
among the many plastic items at the
Bakelite Fair, to  be held by the
Bakelite Museum Society at the “Art
Deco” style De La Warr Pavilion,
Bexhill-on-Sea, East Sussex on
Sunday 29th May.

Book news

The lEE are soon to publish volume
two of  “The Correspondence of
Michael Faraday”. At £65 for 864
pages, it is unlikely to find a place on
the bookshelf of the average reader,
but it is hoped that despite financial
cutbacks, important libraries may be
able to acquire this primary source-
book on an experimenter who had a
profound impact on the 19th century
scientific mind.

Burndept story

We hope soon to be publishing a
most interesting history of  the
Burndept Company, written by
Sidney Hills and related t o  Roger
Shivas who expanded an original
document by the author. I f  any
member has original photographs
relat ing to the company and their
factory, or good illustrations of the
equipment turned out there - or even
an original catalogue, the Editor
would be very grateful to borrow
them for reproduction.

BVWS Net

Members of the Society who are also
radio amateurs may like to know that
a BVWS Net meets on the first
Monday of each month at the nearest
clear frequency to 3640 KHz, using
Ray Herbert’s call-sign GZKU.

GPO Registration Numbers
- a note from Pat Leggatt

Amongst others, the GPO registration
numbers include a ‘1005’ series of
three-figure numbers, and a ‘Zeros’
series of four-figure numbers starting
with the zero figure ‘0’. It is rather
easy to get these two series confused,
particularly i n  the way of thinking
that the two series are one and the
same. Even our Editor has fallen from
grace in this respect in Bulletin 19/1 !

I n  fact quite a few of the ‘1005'

numbers have counterparts i n  the
‘Zeros’ with the same three digits
following the initial ‘0 ’  but referring to
a completely different set: to take an
example, 124  refers to the WEMCO
Crystal Detector Panel, whi le 0124
belongs to the Ward & Goldstone
Claphon 2-valve set. All the ‘1005’
numbers that we have are pure crystal
sets, with just one exception that I
know of -— 717 which is  a
valve/crystal receiver. It is clear that
the ‘Zeros’ is a series of mostly valve
sets quite separate from the ‘1005’.

It is  therefore not the case that  we
have all the first ten ‘1005’ numbers
except for 105: i n  fact we do  not  have
105,  107,  108 or 109,  and wou ld
very much l ike t o  hear i f  anyone
comes across these.

There is a further intriguing twist to
this. Society member Fred Watts
k ind ly  drew my at tent ion a few
months ago to the fact that most
(about 73%)  of the ‘Zeros ‘ numbers
that we know of seem to fill in gaps in
the ‘1008’ series: for example we have
no record o f  143 ,  149 ,  155  or  158 ,
but we have 0143,  0149,  0155 and
0158.  I had  not previously noticed
this, so many thanks to Fred for being
more alert than I.

My theory on  th i s  i s  as  f o l l ows .
Presumably the allocation of numbers
was entrusted to a fairly junior clerk
in the Post Office, and the anomalous
717 was probably an isolated mistake
on his or her part. To avoid confusion,
the clerk was perhaps advised not to
allocate numbers in the ‘1005 ’  crysta l
set series with the same three digits as
sets already in the ‘Zeros’ series. The
clerk generally complied with this
{hence the ‘Zeros’ often f i l l  i n  the
‘1005’ gaps), but  quite often forgot
about it and allocated numbers which
already had ‘Zeros' counterparts: i n
our list there are 15% of  ‘1005’
numbers with counter-parts in the
‘Zeros’ .

I think we can never know whether
my theory is right o r  wrong, but  i t
could be  a possibility.

Editor's note: My apologies for my
confusing note about this subject in
our last issue. Pat is, of course, quite
correct in his summing up.
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Technology Research

Reflex
Circuits
by David Read

I n  the period immediately
following the First World War, the
Disposals Board made available to
the general market wireless
hardware and valves then redun-
dant to the country’s needs. The
considerable excitement and
experimental fervour thus stimu-
lated is easy to imagine. For those
inclined to experiment, equipment
could be bought in public auction
and made up at home.  The less
adventurous could buy ready made
sets or kits with instructions and
operating advice from Gamages or
other suppliers.

The excitement was in no way
reduced by the absence of broad-
casting as we now know it. To
achieve the reception of time signals
from the Eiffel Tower or concerts
from the Hague was worth the effort,
and anyone with a little knowledge
and a lot of luck might find through
experiment a successful circuit that
out-performed the rest. An early idea
that took root in the early 20's was to
persuade a single valve to amplify at
both radio and audio-frequencies
simultaneously. Such circuits became
known as reflex (or throw-back) and
in theory work as follows:

1. The tuned radio frequency is
Impressed on the grid of a triode

2. The amplified RF signal is tuned in
the anode circuit of the triode and

3. Passed to a crystal or valve for
rectification

4. The audio frequency is then
passed back to the triode via an
LP transformer for amplification
and listening through telephones.

Several circuits of this nature were
discussed in the December 10th issue
of Wireless World in 1921. Such was
the demand and interest amongst
amateurs and the public, that by the
time public broadcasting began in
November of the following year, most
of the companies forming the BBC
had been selling sets to the public for
some time. For example from photos
taken at the Wireless Exhibition at the
Royal Horticultural Hal l  at
Westminster which opened on 30th
September 1922 ,  we can see that

Continued on next page >
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most of the receivers we are familiar
with already existed, and before the
requirements of the BBC/PMG stamp
had been finally issued. Early reflex
receivers were sold by BTH, Sterling,
and  of course Marconi’s  Wireless
Telegraph Company whose V2 is
perhaps the most famous early valve
radio. Marconi 's  RB 10  valve/crystal
set employs a nearly identical design
except that a carborundum was used
as the detector rather than the second
valve.  The  essential similari ty is
shown in Figure 1 and  would have
been  even more obvious in the
earliest V25 which did not incorporate
a regenerator-unit .

Simple reflex receivers have the merit
of low component  cost and  two
stages of amplif icat ion without
employing  reaction.  These features
mus t  have  been  very desi rable  for
radio  enthusiasts faced with high
component costs and the Post Office
regula t ions  disal lowing reaction
effects to be  radiated by the listener’s
aerial. Condition 3 on the back of the
licence stated “the station shal l  no t
be  used in such a manner as to cause
interference with the working of other
stations. In particular values must not
be so connected as to be capable of
causing the aer ia l  to oscillate".  A
typical reaction circuit i s  shown in
Figure 2 in which HF currents in the
anode circuit are fed back to the grid
via a coupling coil L2.

i n  spite of t he  requirements  of the
PMG, the  extreme efficiency of
reaction together with undoubted
difficulties in pol icing the l icence
cond i t ions  probably contributed t o
reflex circuits  becoming obsolete in
pract ice .  Detector/Ll: circuits were
easier to make work, and  the rules
control l ing posi t ive feedback were
widely ignored.  Receiver design
anyway became free of regulation
after June 1924 when type approval
by  the  PMG was dropped from
licence  arrangements and foreign
made  sets were al lowed for sale .
By 1924  therefore the reflex idea
though interesting and theoretically
cost  effective was obsolescent .
Perhaps because of this ,  Marconi’s
RBlO though shown in the Ideal
Home Exhibition at Olympia in March
1923  seems never to  have been
advertised for sale or shown in
dea lers ’  catalogues.  indeed,  the
Crystal A and R810 were both made
anonymous by removal of Marconi’s
name and trade mark and dumped in
quantity on  the  market under the
name of Millet or even no name at all.
The V2 kept going and an attempt to
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A typical reaction circuit.

breathe new life through the
appellation of  “ long range model”
saw it remain in the  catalogues
beyond 1925 .  The V3 - essentially a
stretched V2 - also  cont inued in
production.

The question of who made these early
Marconi  sets i s  covered in the
excellent book by Keith Geddes and
Gordon Bussey the “Set Makers”.
However the following addit ional
information may be  interesting.
Marconi  had  two companies
registered in Great Britain in the early
20's which were concerned in part to
produce wireless equipment  for the
domestic and amateur market. Key
Directors were common to  both
Boards.

The first of these was Marconi ' s
Wireless Telegraph Company Ltd
(MWT) incorporated on  20th July
1897 (originally as Wireless, Telegraph
and  Signal)  and formed in order to
acquire Marconi’s  patents i n  a l l
countries except ltaly and its colonies,
and  exploit them through manu-
facturing and sale. It was the owner of
the Marconiphone trade mark which
it used on receivers for sale  to  the
general  publ ic .  V2's  and the R310
were manufactured by (or for) MWT.
An ivorine escutcheon incorporating
the  letters MWT was used together
with the Marconiphone trademark.
The second company was the
Marconi Scientific Instrument
Company Limited incorporated on
January 11 th  1919  in order to
manufacture and sel l  amateur
wireless and telephonic apparatus
under  l icence from MWT. The
products of Marconi Scientific were
complex and demanded some skill
and  knowledge on  the part of the
buyer. Such products though shown
at the early wireless shows were
hardly for the general public.

Marconi  companies,  un l ike  GEC,  had
no experience of the domestic market
and  seemed unab le  to  service i t
properly. It was not after all their core
business .  At the  end  of 1923  MWT
wanted an escape route  from
domes t i c  manufac tu re ,  and  a
dormant  limited liability company
owned by Marconi was recapitalised
to  establish a se t  maker  a t  a rms
length.  The  dormant  company  was
Poulsen Wireless Telegraph Company
originally incorporated on 28th May
1915 .  The name was formal ly
changed on December 29th 1923  and
the  following announcement
appeared for public consumpt ion in
March 1924 .

“In consequence of the enormous
demand for Marconiphone Broad—
casting Receivers, necessitating the
speeding-up of manufacture and
distribution, the Marconi Company
have decided to place this  depart-
ment of their business in the  hands of
a separate Company, called The
Marconiphone Company, Limited ,
with head offices in London.

Needless to say, the New Company
willfully maintain the leading position
in the Wireless Broadcasting industry
attained by the Marconiphone, which
will continue to hold unchallenged its
proud place as the most technically
perfect and reliable as  well  as  the
most  s imple and  trouble~proof
Receiving-set that can be procured ”.
The announcement  was conc luded
with a typical flourish “The Marconi-
phone, the t r iumph of t he  master
mind". Thus the trade mark became
the domestic company.

Viewed with the benefit of history this
announcement  and part icularly its
second paragraph seems a qui te
cynical  puff. Marconi’s  domes t ic
business was an untidy mess and their
designs were falling behind the times.
The “Set  Makers” chapter cover ing
Marconi in this period is instructive in
this respect.

Before writing this  p iece  I was
encouraged to revisit the question of
how well or  how badly the V2 and RB
10  actually work, partly because of
extremely unflattering reviews in the
early years of the BVWS bulletin and
partly because of my good fortune in
acquir ing  an  RB 10  - albei t  in
compost heap condition.

The RB 10  uses a side contact valve,
and  on complet ion of restoration l
soon found that with a short  Indoor
aerial  and a V24 bright emit ter  in

Continued on next page >
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place the ci rcui t  behaved i n  a
perverse fashion. Principally, the high
frequency front-end provided a lot of
unwelcome rectification, and in these
condit ions the tuned crystal c i rcui t
was either dead or  counter-
productive. The RB 10 should use a
DEV rather than a V24 but as one is
merely the dull emitter version of the
other I d id  not anticipate a material
operat ing difference. As I d id  not own
a serviceable DEV, I made up a valve
adapter for mount ing convent ional
triodes and to my amazement found
tha t  good results were possib le with
DER’s. Moreover with a 0.06A
filament dull emitter in place such as
the He l ikon Miniwatt  there was a
marked  - and  for me  inexp l i cab le  -
improvement.

Similar trials were then carried out
wi th  a V2 and  sure enough careful
selection of  valves produced qui te
excellent performance rather than the
merely ordinary or  poor  I was
expecting. Again 0.06 filament valves
worked best, this time with DE3’s in
place. Readers fami l iar  with
contemporary catalogues will realise
that the V2 was indeed often sold
with DE3’s as standard.

Al l  this has certainly proved that to
produce an  objective performance
review of receivers in the R,  DER, and
0.06 dull emitter period requires
careful selection of valves with good
emission, and meticulous experiment
and choice of filament and anode
voltages. No doubt general purpose
valves were no more than their name
implied and probably varied a great
deal from batch to batch. In addition,
reflex circuits do  seem tr icky. A
perverse characteristic i s  that the
absence of rectification so necessary
in the front-end seems more to do
wi th  f i lament current that  f i lament
voltage, since a 5 volt general
purpose dull emitter worked well but
a 5 volt bright emitter hardly worked
at all. This is peculiar to say the least
as i t  is the average voltage across the
f i lament that  gives the  gr id its
negative bias.

I turned to Pat Leggatt for
conf i rmat ion of my  findings and he
duly replicated my results. However,
with a ‘scope on the front end grid he
also conclusively demonstrated that
swapping the LF transformer
secondary connections may be
necessary since phase reversal could
be required - and on his reflex valve
crystal set i t  was! This still leaves
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unanswered the question of why
unwanted rectification is taking place
with bright emitters; surely they can’t
all be soft? Society boffins are invited
to consider th is puzzle and write to
the Edi tor .  In the meant ime I am
happy to report that in spite of earlier
reviews to the contrary both the R310
and the V2 will work very well with
dull emitting general purpose valves,
and even better with DE3 type 0.06A
filament valves given some selection
and careful experiment with filament
and anode voltages.

In conclusion, tricky early designs
capable of working well in- the hands
of amateurs and enthusiastic
experimenters at the start of
broadcasting were not suitable for the

ordinary buyers flocking to the radio
shows from 1924  onwards. I n  the
light of this it seems far from
surprising that rat ional choice i n  the
early 20's quickly led to a preference
for leaky grid detect ion at the first
valve wi th react ion and  LF
amplification. This is efficient, not at
all valve critical, and from December
1924 the PMG had anyway given up
trying to control receiver design.

I suggest that these were the reasons
behind Marconi 's action in dumping
these interesting pre-broadcast
designs, having first removed the
Marconi trade-mark. After all it would
hardly do  for the “master m ind "  to
have his name on difficult or obsolete
equipment.
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Technical History

Receiver
Techniques
of the 1920 ' s
l’zrrt 113

by  Pa t  Leggatt

. Here  is the lost of a series of short
3 articles by Pa t  Leggatt  reviewing the
i circuitry and otheiéfeatures of wireless

sets of the 1920's ach article outlined
a particular aspect of sets of this period.
Back numbers of Bulletins in which
earlier parts appeared can be obtained

! from The Editor.

The Superhet: Act 2

In  the  f ina l  part o f  t h i s  ser ies  we
move from the  las t  days of the
1920’ s  and  in to  the 1930’ s ,
covering the  revival of the
superhet .

. By the  end  of 1929  the number  and
power  of European transmitters had
inc reased  to  t he  po in t  whe re
in ter ference  was  a se r ious  p rob lem,
particularly after dark when sky wave
propaga t ion  became significant.  The
si tuat ion was  even worse in America
where any sizable city might have
dozens of local stations. The typical
a l i sh  HF-p lus -de t ec to r  r ece ive r
with only two tuned  circuits exhibited
inadequate selectivity to  avoid
adjacent channel interference and a
fresh approach was needed .

The  ea r l i e r  fo rms  of  supe rhe t  had
been designed simply to  provide
greater pre-detector ga in  in the  days
before the  screen grid valve. But  now
the attention of designers turned to
the selectivity improvements which
could be  has  from sharply tuned
circuits in superhet lF stages.

The  availability of screen grid valves -
and  of  t he  ‘b i -g r i l l e '  space -cha rge
tetrodes which had been popular for
some time in France - enabled better
separation of oscillator and  mixer
func t ions  in  f requency change r
circuits, with less oscillator radiation
from the aerial. Screen grid IF stages
with properly tuned transformers
cou ld  offer as  much  se lec t iv i ty  as
could be borne without serious
r educ t ion  of t reble  r e sponse  due  t o
sideband attenuation: and  higher
intermediate frequencies of a few
hundred kilohertz could reduce
image  interference problems.
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TRIODE—HEXODE

A few of  these  new-genera t ion
superhets appeared on the market by
1931, some imported from the U.S.A.
But a remaining difficulty with single-
valve screen grid frequency changers
was that the  control grid had to  be
biased so that the operating point was
on the bottom bend for anode bend
detection,  and  this  non-linearity gave
r i s e  t o  p roduc t ion  of s ign i f i can t
oscillator harmonics with resulting
spurious response whistles (12) .  The
diff iculty was much  reduced  by  the
use  of  a pen tode  as  a s ingle-va lve
frequency changer  (Fig 14 )  with t he
suppressor  gr id  and  anode  used  as
the  osc i l l a to r  e l ec t rodes ,  so  tha t
“mul t ip l ica t ive  mixing’  was effected
by success ive  modu la t i on  of  t he
electron stream and biasing for 'anode
bend  working was unnecessary.  The
presence of the screen grid at AC
ear th  potent ial  kept in teract ion
between osci l la tor  and  input  s ignal -
frequency circuits very low.

An interesting early introduction of
multiplicative mixing using only a
t r iode  valve was the  Ultra-dyne
ar rangement .  In  t h i s  t he  input  RF
signal was fed to the grid of a triode
mixer valve. There was no HT positive
feed to the anode, the only voltage on
the anode being the waveform from a
separate triode local oscillator. The
mixer valve would therefore conduct
only during the positive half cycles of
the  oscillator waveform and the input
RF was accordingly modulated by the

osc i l l a to r  waveform.  The  r equ i r ed
difference f requency  ( t he  IF) was
selected by the following IF amplifier
s t ages .  The  wr i te r  ha s  on ly  once
come across t h i s  a r r angemen t ,  in a
set of Swedish design actually made
in Finland.

Progress  towards  ful ly sa t i s fac tory
superhet performance cont inued with
the  heptode (pentagrid) frequency
changer in 1933 .  This did indeed
offer l inear  osc i l la tor  Operat ion and
virtually complete separation of
s ignal  and  osci l lator  waveforms: bu t
a valve with so  many  gr ids  suffered
from par t i t ion  no i se  - t ha t  i s  t he
inde t e rminacy  of  whe the r  a g iven
elec t ron  wou ld  be  acce le ra t ed
through a grid or captured by the grid
structure.

In  t he  fo l lowing  year  appea red  t he
t r i ode -pen tode  and  t r i ode -hexode ,
incorporating electrically separate
oscillator triodes within a single glass
envelope. The triode hexode in
particular proved an  excellent
frequency changer and became the
s tandard  unt i l  t he  advent  of t he
transistor era.

Thus the superhet came to  maturity
and  the  techniques of the  1920’s
began to fade into history.
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Wireless History

A hundred years ago, Oliver Lodge gave a
celebrated lecture to  the  Royal Institution
commemora t ing  the  dea th  in  1894  of
Heinrich Hertz. Here,  Dr.  A .  R .  Constable,
first Editor of the Bulletin of the British
Vintage Wireless Society, writes about the
ideas that influenced Lodge’s lecture.

Oliver Lodge
and the Hertz memorial
lecture of 1894

by Tony Constable

When Heinrich Hertz d ied  on  l s t
January  1894  a t  the  age of 36
Ol iver  Lodge  knew be t ter  than
mos t  peop le  what  Hertz had
achieved in  h i s  short l i fe.  Thus i t
was most natural that he should be
inv i t ed  to  de l i ver  a memoria i
lecture on the work of Hertz at the
Royal Institution scheduled for l s t
JuneflL

Lodge’s attitude towards Hertz was
warm and full of admiration but he
had passed through a short period
where  a lesser  man  might  have
nursed some resentment. His long
s tanding interest  in the
electromagnetic waves embodied in
the  equations of James Clerk Maxwell
had culminated  in some very
significant experiments by 1888 on
the  propagat ion of waves in the
die lec tr ic  surrounding conductors .
But unfortunately for him this work
was almost totally eclipsed by the
announcement  o f  Her t z ’ s  b r i l l i an t
results in the same year. Lodge
together with the other principal
“Maxwellians”, George Francis
FitzGerald and Oliver Heaviside, did
not  need  Hertz to  tell  them of the
exis tence of Maxwell’s waves. They
were steeped in Maxwell and the
Hertz experiments s imply confirmed
all their views by putting them onto a
firm experimental foundation.

Now, six years after the  Hertz
experiments, when Lodge was asked
to  give the  memorial  lecture,  there
was very little new work to  repor t .
Lodge himself had been involved in a
few minor  experiments with
Dragoumis and Howard in Liverpool
in 1889/90 to  verify Hertz’s results
but he did not continue this work.
Lodge’s interests had moved on into
the world of the “ether”. To him and
most  physicists  of the per iod,  the
ether  was a significant part of their
world model and Hertz's work had,

U L.
Top left: (Fig.2.) Lodge's spherical radiator mounted in a copper “hat" which in turn is fixed inside a
metal-lined wooden box (seen on stool in Fig.1.) The wires enter the box through glass tubes. Below:
(Fig.1) Lodge's demonstration apparatus. The box on the stool contains the radiator and has a
variable-aperture diaphragm. The receiver consists of a filings coherer in a copper “hat" with
connec t ing  wires t o  a galvonometer.  A paraffin prism and  a polarizing grid are  shown .  Insert is  a
photograph of Lodge in his mid-40’s.

in Lodge’s opinion further
demons t ra ted  i t s  ex i s tence  as the
ethereal  med ium in which
electromanetic waves propagated
throuh space.  This  point had been
strongly emphasized by  FitzGerald
when announcing Hertz’s results  at
the  Bath meet ing of the  British
Association in September 1888.

Although the Hertz experiments had
stolen a march on  Ol iver  Lodge’s
scientific progress he was never short
of praise for the genius of Hertz's
work. He  remarked on  one occasion
that it had opened up ,” . . .  a whole
continent of practically unexplored
territory....”i2). But for Lodge I
suspect that much of that territory
really lay in the domain of the ether.
At any rate, Lodge certainly turned
his attention to the ether and spent

several years carrying ou t  very
fundamental experiments to  look for
what was called “e ther  drag” using
an expensive “whirling machine”
financed mainly  by  George Holt ,  a
wealthy Liverpool shipowneri3).

Lodge ' s  hero ic  e ther  d rag
experiments produced  negative
results, just as the Michelson-Morley
experiments on ether drift had done
in 1887. The absence of drag and
drift remained  a puzzle until the
theory of relativity dealt the final
death blow to the unwieldy ether of
nineteenth  century physics .  Lodge
never lost his interest in the subject
but he discontinued the ether drag
experiments late in 1893. So by early
1894, he was again free to  begin
work in other areas of physics.

Continued on next page>
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Cont inued from previous page>

Thus t he  invitat ion to  del iver  the
Hertz memorial  lecture came at just
the  right time for Lodge to give it his
und iv ided  a t ten t ion .  At first he
though t  s imply  of  repeating Hertz’s
experiments and he wrote to Hertz's
widow requesting the  loan of the
original equipment used at Karlsruhe.
As this was not available, he would
have to devise h i s  own equipment.  He
chose not to demonstrate the whole
gamut of Hertz’s scientific work but
simply to illustrate its scope by
showing a list of Hertz's publications
which included those on  electrical
g low discharge and  cathode rays.
Lodge would concentrate on  the
single topic of the efficient production
and detection of Hertzian waves and
would obviously cast around for
evidence of progress in  this direction.

The  t im ing  of  the  Hertz memor ia l
lecture was again very apt because a
new device ,  t he  Branly  tube ,  had
recently come to Lodge’s attention.
Branly's observation of the huge
increase in conductivity of a metallic
powder in response to electrical spark
discharges  and  its subsequent
recovery on shaking came in late
1890 ,  but  i t  took a long t ime to come
t o  Lodge ' s  not ice .  It  seems tha t
Lodge became aware of Branly's
work through reading a paper by G.
M. Minchin  in November  1893  141.

This  paper  was sent  to  Lodge jus t
before publication. Lodge quickly
prepared a short note to be tagged on
the end of Minchin’s paper which
drew attention to his own observation
of 1889 that closely separated metal
sphe re s  would  st ick together  i n  the
presence of an  electr ical  discharge.
Lodge had originally reported this
important observation in 1890  but
in t roduced  it  with the  mildly
dismiss ive remark,  “Although not
immed ia t e ly  important ,  a l i t t le  fact
may here be  noted "(5).

Lodge’s  note on  the  Minchin  paper
added useful additional information,
bu t  i t  a l so  served to  show that  t he
phenomenon observed by Branly
(Lodge didn’t mention Branly’s name)
was nothing new. Lodge did not
explici t ly say, even at t h i s  date
(November  1893) ,  that  t he  effect
might be used as an efficient detector
of Hertz ian waves-  The pr incipal
historical importance of the note lies
in Lodge’s introduction of the words

“cohere”  and  “cohes ion”  to  explain
the effect.

50  when  Lodge  was prepar ing h i s
lecture  for t he  Royal Ins t i tu t ion the
Branly tube was quite topical and he
quick ly  harnessed it as  a sensi t ive
Her tz ian  wave detector and  began
calling it a “coherer”. When he finally
arrived at Albermarle Street to give
his demonstrations on lst June 1894
he had assembled a very compact
system for transmitting and receiving
Hertzian waves (Figs. 1 & 2). He
presented a thorough review of all the
detection methods used since Hertz's
resonant loop and described several
different forms of coherer including a
number  of h i s  own des ign .  “ i s
demonstrations were most impressive
and he  repeated the lecture with a few
minor  changes  on  two further
occasions in 1894, in June in London
at the Royal Society and in August at
a meeting of the British Association in
Oxford. He did not use an automatic
signal actuated relay mechanism to
decohere his fillings coherer as is
sometimes incorrectly suggested.

These lectures, particularly those at
The  Royal  Socie ty  and  at  Oxford,
have occasionally been cited as the
first practical demonstrations of
wireless telegraphy, and Lodge
himself made this claim on several
occas ions-  Hugh Aitken appears  t o
give Lodge the benefit of the doubt“).
But I find it hard to believe that
Lodge had any notion of wireless
telegraphy in mind  at the time of the
lectures. A long time before, in 1879,
David Hughes had also demonstrated
the  t ransmission and  reception of
interrupted electromagnetic waves
even before Hertz had discovered
them. Of course Hughes did not know
he was us ing electromagnetic waves
whereas Lodge most certainly did and
was a world authority on the subject.
Neither Hughes nor Lodge used their
innovat ive  equipment  explici t ly for
the purpose of telegraphic signalling.
No matter what Lodge demonstrated
on that most historic occasion there is
l i t t le  evidence ,  apart  from h is  own
protestations many years later, that
he used his sophisticated system to
transmit and receive messages. He
used his apparatus to make short and
long rings on a distant hell, or to set
up  large and  small swings of a
galvanometer spot,  but  if he  really
was i n  the  process of “discovering
wireless  telegraphy”,  h i s

announcement was so low-key that it
went unheard.

This whole episode was very much  in
Lodge’s  character .  A l though  a very
practical  exper imenta l  sc ien t i s t  and
well exper ienced in  indus t r i a l
applications, he  often failed to  pursue
his quarry to the point of capture. He
would come within a gnat’s whisker of
great  d i s cove r i e s  on ly  t o  mi s s  t he
prize by his failure to follow through.

In 1888 he was poised to  discover
electromagnetic waves before Hertz.
In 1889 he was poised to discover the
coherer  before Branly.  In 1894  he
was  po i sed  t o  d i s cove r  w i r e l e s s
telegraphy before Marconi. He did the
essent ia l  work of d i scovery  bu t ,  i n
each case ,  he  fa i led  t o  sna tch  t he
prize.

Lodge’s  early involvement  in  t he se
crucial matters certainly puts h im in
the front rank as an innovator in the
pre-history of wireless telegraphy. His
Royal Institution Lecture was the
beacon  wh ich  showed  the  way for
Alexander  Popov to  deve lop  the
au tomat ic  coherer  r ece ive r  and  for
Guglielmo Marconi to burst upon the
world in 1896  with the invention it
had long awaited. Lodge was not the
only one who failed to apply Hertzian
waves t o  wi re less  t e l eg raphy .  The
whole  sc ient i f ic  and  eng inee r ing
community allowed Hertz’s apparatus
to spend eight years waiting for the
youthful  Marcon i  t o  adapt  it t o  t he
explicit task of wireless signalling - an
appl ica t ion  implici t iy fore to ld  by
Oliver Lodge in his Royal Institution
Lecture of 1894 .
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Here is the second part of a series
of personal reminiscences

Super-
inductance,
and all that
Early days with Philips at
Mitcham Works.

by Carl Van der Meulen

Finding the faults

Because of manufacturers’ obsession
with fears of electrocution from the
early mains  receivers.  Philips had
introduced a Flash Test. This was the
first trauma to beset our so-far docile
830A. With its ON/OFF switch made,
it was placed on a metal plate inside
a metal cage and a connection was
made  to  its mains  circuit. With the
door  c losed ,  1 .5kV d . c .  was
impressed between the  ‘Earth’ plate
and mains circuit for five seconds. If
nothing happened, the first hurdle
was over. If there was a ‘splash’
followed by an  unearthly smell there
was a rupture somewhere along the
‘screened pair’ from the  mains
transformer to the on/off switch which
ran along most of the underside of
the  chass i s  plate.  This entai led a
t ime-consuming  repair  as  a number
of major components  had  to  be
dis lodged for access .

Failure on  Flash Test was of  no
concern to  the  Belt  Faultfinder,
because  the  remedy was  so  we l l -
known.  Being the  last link in the
technical hierarchy, his opinion as to
a feasible preventive measure was
never sought. The lab. boys upstairs
were of course sending  reports to
Eindhoven on this and other design
weaknesses ,  but so lut ions  were
severely restricted to  decisions made
on  the other side of the North Sea.

So  my employment at ninepence an
hour wasn’t really justified until the
next and subsequent stages of the
Inspection process. Just before the
five valves were inserted, however,
we had  the  ‘do l l i e s ’ ,  wh ich
substituted the ‘toobs’ by providing
equivalent circuits which were
monitored on  four large-diameter
meters. By plugging a rugged device
into the top of each ‘dolly’ in turn,
the inspector read off the reading on

each of  the  four meters which of
course displayed a ‘pass band’. This
was known as  the  ‘Characteristic
Test' (probably a translation from the
Dutch) by which a s imple  code
provided the  faultfinder with the
observed discrepancy/s.  The  five
valves were inserted at the end of this
test.

The  chass is  was nowenter ing  its
interesting stage.  RF and AF would
shortly course its veins to result in the
intelligent agitation of a very rugged
speaker cone  to  assault the  human
ear.

Because  of  its relatively s imple
circuitry (allowing for continental
unorthodoxy) and the  exacting
standard to which all its components
were manufactured, the achievement
of the  specif ied performance
presented little difficulty. Even so.
things could go wrong. The fact that
the forty or so ladies who had put it
together, the  inspection team.  and
even the chargehand (typically a
Royal Artillery err-sergeant) were all
non-technical meant  that the
faultfinder was the  only member of
the  Belt  who had any technical
background. 50 apart from his direct
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role  of  finding out  why a chass i s
failed to pass one or more of its tests,
he  could to  some extent lighten his
workload by explaining to  others
Why it was important to  ....... , How
to avoid ......... , What a dry joint
looks  l ike  ________ , e t c ,  Un l ike  today ,
there existed then an attitude to  work
which sought to find out what it was
all about  because  peop le  were
usua l ly  to ld  on ly  m to  do .  You
learned the hard way but it helped if
there was someone  to  answer your
quest ions .

In retrospect it was very fortunate
that the  dear  o ld  830A was in
production when I made my debut as
a faultfinder. The  “deep-end” was
sufficiently shallow for me to just
“touch the bottom” and so survive. It
was a lovely set for a “learner”. Our
on ly  ‘ too l ’  was a mult i -range mains—
energised AVO (Philips version, of
course)  which sufficed to  dea l  with
the vast majority of rejects, — ‘shorts'
and  ‘opens’ prevailing. But just to
keep us on our toes there would be
the occasional ‘unstable at bot. end.
MW‘ or perhaps ‘weak LW'. A sudden
rash of such a symptom would be

Continued on next page >
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more welcome because i t  wou ld  of
course point to a common error, e.g.
a high resistance earth connection to
chassis due to cadmium plating not
properly removed, or, more rarely, a
batch of condensers incorrectly value-
marked. On  several occasions an
epidemic of instability was due to a
defective batch of valves (S4VA) and
one dreadful spell of t rouble turned
ou t  t o  have been  caused by  a rat
having taken a bath i n  a tank of
simmering warmed to impregnate
the high-Q tuning coils that were
housed in the famous copper cans.

The three main  weaknesses of the
830  (and the 630)  were however
much  less dramat ic.  The first has
already been mentioned, — failure of
the cabling, on flash test, to the mains
t ransformer pr imary.  This was
eventually resolved by  uprat ing the
spec. of  the insulat ion. The second
attendant l iab i l i ty  was the use of
Isolanti te (Phil ips trade-name), a
porcelain-type insulating material of
unforgiving brittleness. lt formed the
transverse support structure for the
tw in  tuning condenser (four-gang on
the  630)  and  also featured i n  the
mechanical coupl ing. Isolanti te was
also the main constituent of the five
l ow - l oss  t r immers  i n  t he  set ,  wh ich
were in fact the only variable-value
pre-sets in its whole make-up.
lsolantite was possibly the sine-qua-
non of ‘Superinductance’ but the real
value of its electrical properties was
largely offset by the high cost of its
failure to sustain relatively small
degrees of mechanical shock and/or
distortion. 1 hope to find someone in
the Society who has, or can borrow, a
copy of the circuit diagram of the 830
which fifty years ago I cou ld  draw
from memory.

The third idiosyncrasy of the 830 was
the ‘open-plan’ w i r ing i n  non-
insulated 28  SWG t inned copper
wherever practicable, much of it H.T-
l ive. A new fault f inder became wel l
aware of  th is  feature by about  tea-
break on his first day!

Mention of tea-break recalls the fact
that they didn’t exist as such. The tea
t ro l ley came round (a  half—penny a
cup, -pay on Friday) but there was no
break to drink i t  in- Condi t ions of
Service were strict but attempts to
impose the harsher quasi-military
regimes from the Continent were
resisted by Management (U.K.) who
were even seen to smile occasionally.
During my eight years as first a belt-

faultf inder, then a chargehand, and
ultimately an assistant foreman I can
recall only one industrial near-
confl ic t .  This arose from a rumour
that  the Bedaux System was to
introduced on the shop-floor to
replace the simple existing incentive
scheme ,  wh i ch  i tse l f  offered l i t t le
reward anyway.

The factory at Mitcham followed the
normal practice of a 47% hour week
with one week paid holiday in August
during the planned factory closure.
The one concession was the close-
down at noon  on  Christmas eve
which created a major crisis for the
local taverns. Legally one could be
made redundant at one hour plus one
minute’s notice. Single dismissals
were rare. Unemployment had
peaked, which inhibited the incidence
of misconduct. The shortest period of
notice I can recall was about three
hours, when the whole Belt was given
its marching orders. By way o f
explanation (verbal) it was said that
the ‘bottom had fallen out of the
market’ for their part icular product.
Since reading ‘Setmakers’ it is clear
tha t  th is sort of  inc ident  probably
resulted from a v iolent clash of
economic argument (or personalities)
in the Board Room. But of course the
shop—floor of those days had not  the
slightest knowledge of what went on
‘up there’ to gain entrepreneurial
advantage in what was becoming a
major international industry.

When the last 830 rolled off my Belt
sometime i n  1933  i bel ieve that
Mitcham Works had turned out about
180,000 of them including the DC
version. Rather fewer 630 ’s  were
made, — the ‘snobs set ’  with four
copper cans and a wooden (veneer)
cabinet. But it was the end of an era.
Philips had yielded to the inevitable
and embraced the superhet motif,
albeit with some reluctance. Just to
show their disdain for the whole idea,
Eindhoven initially adopted llOkc/s
for their  Intermediate Frequency
presumably so as to be not too far
away from their beloved HF.

To the rad io  enthusiast ,  amateur  o r
professional, these were exciting
days. It is unlikely that the gradient of
technical change arising from
invent ion rather than development
w i l l  ever be  repeated. The sheer
delight of grasping new fundamentals
and techniques by involvement rather
than just acquaintance with the
technical (and not-so-technical) press
engendered further enquiry to ensure

that nothing ‘was being missed’. For
us faultfinders it was ‘teach yourself
and  teach each other ’ .  No  Tech.
College ‘refresher’ course for us. Even
had there been, the state of  the art
was advancing so rapidly that the
iner t ia  i n  the educational system
would have rendered any attempt to
do  so constantly outdated for those
earning a living at the sharp end of
the business.

So it was to be observing something
and then thinking i t  out. Applying
one’s testmeter prods to an
electrolyt ic for the first t ime and
watching the pointer performing some
‘Law’ or other (Logarithmic?, square
law?, exponential?, or  just leaking for
some reason?). And then applying the
prods the other way round to see the
difference.

Another milestone was gett ing the
hang of AVC (the term ‘gain’ was not
yet in common use) by shunting the
d iode  (where is it?) wi th  different
values of resistor, and then looking up
something about time-constants.

Superhets were to bring i n  a whole
new field of intrigue. Resolving the
mysteries of padding and tracking. 1 F
transformers with iron-dust cores
i ns tead  o f  ‘manageab le ’  t r immers .
Getting hopelessly mixed aligning lF
by ear. New valves sprayed red with
odd-looking bases and lots of
electrodes i n  the one envelpe.
Negative feed back and  ingenious
biassing systems. Image rejection.

In addition to this sudden rush of new
applications and rumours of  more in
the pipeline, “Short Wave” emerged
with a new set of peculiarities and
which on ly  about one per cent of
listeners were l ikely to tune- in to
anyway.

These then were some of  the
necessary addi t ions t o  the
faultf inder’s mental  too lk i t  and
manual knowhow. They had resulted
from inspired ideas stemming from
inventors and developers i n  the
Western world who had muscled i n  on
what had been once the domain of a
few brilliant brains. And “out there”
was an enormous market craving for
instruments i n  this field of gadgetry
that was to sound a death knell of
bridge clubs, mah jong, snakes and
ladders and intelligent conversation;
aided by a quantum leap in the
provision of broadcasting ‘for the
millions’.
0 This series will be continued in our next issue.
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Transistor history

The Transistor is usually thought of as a very
modern device but  its origins can be traced
back t o  wel l  before those  of the  thermionic
va l ve ,  and  s ince  i t  i s  now  a lmos t  50  years
s ince  the  “Transis tor  Effect” was  first
demonstrated  i t  must surely be regarded as

. part of “vintage wireless”. Here in the second
of a two-part article, Pat Hawker traces the
history of the Transistor.

An invention
that changed
the world
by  Pat Hawker

The Birth of the
Transistor - Part 2
It was not until November 1952 when
the influential Proceedings of the [RE
devoted a special issue to  transistors
that  engineers  began  to  take  them
seriously .  By  the  end  of the  year,
point-contact  t ransis tors  cou ld
osci l la te  at frequencies as  high as
300MHz, Raytheon had begun large
sca le  product ion of junction
transis tors  and  RCA engineers  had
designed “complementary symmetry"
aud io  ou tpu t  stages capab le  of an
ou tpu t  of some  0 .5 -wa t t s .  Work at
General Electric, RCA and BTL led to
a commerc ia l  process  for mak ing
germanium transistors by alloying
techniques, and in 1954 BTL
deve loped  diffusion and  ox ide
masking techniques  for making p-n
junctions. Zone-refining had made
avai lable  ultra-pure semiconduc tor
crystals. Diffused base, high
f r equency  transistors cou ld  in  future
be  mass produced at reduced cost.

One of the firms that took out
manufacturing l icences  was  Texas
Instruments and by  the  end of 1953
their engineers were able to produce
grown-junction transistors in batches
of abou t  one  thousand  or  so .  T l
began  to  seek  an  appl ica t ion  that
could absorb  their  products .  They
concentrated on germanium devices
al though by  April 1954  they  could
produce silicon junction transistors,
but at a cost of around $100 per
dev i ce .  It was not  until 1960 ,  that
Fairchild Semiconductor introduced a
new  type of planar geometry  for
making junction transistors based on
the  earl ier  oxide masking and
diffusion techniques. That year also
the epitaxial transistor was developed
at Bell Labs.

As early as 1952, at a radar
conference  in the  USA.  Geoffrey
Dummer  of the  Royal Research
Establ ishment ,  Malvern suggested

Evolution: all-glass miniature valve, transistor and early microchip.

that “With the  advent of the  transistor
and  the  work in semiconductors
generally,  it s eems  now possible  to
envisage electronic equipment in a
solid block with no connecting wires.
The block may consist of layers of
insulating, conducting, rectifying and
ampl i fy ing mater ials ,  the  electrical
functions being connected directly by
cut t ing out  areas of the  var ious
l ayer s .”

Some six years later, this prediction
of the integrated circuit began to be
realised independently by Jack Kirby
of Texas Instruments and  Robert
Noyce of Fairchild Semiconductors -
and by 1962  l were in production,
although priced at around $100
each .  But by  then ,  transistors had
moved  out  of the  laboratories and
into consumer as well as professional
and mil i tary equ ipment  - al though
valves still dominated the scene.

A first hybrid transistor/valve hearing
aid was announced by Sonotone in
Februrary 1953 using five transistors
plus two valves .  By July  1954
agreement  was reached by  Texas
Instruments  and an  Indianapolis
manufacturer - IDEA (Industrial
Development Engineering Associates)
— to produce and market, as the
Regency TR-l, an all-transistor, shirt-
pocket radio  receiver, The  secret six-
month project was aimed at
launching the radio on the US market
by Christmas 1954 for $49.95
(al though tab le -mode l  va lue  radios
could then be bought in the USA for
around $15) .

A first. breadboard,  eight-transistor
radio was put together. Then,  using
an IF of 262kHz instead of the usual

455kHz, since the gain of those early
transis tors  fell off rapid ly  as
frequency was increased, a six-device
and eventually a four-transistor plus
germanium detector d iode  was
evolved, utilising novel cost-saving
b ias ing  and  an .  add i t i ve  s ing le -
t ransis tor  frequency changer.
Transistors were  still regarded  as
high-cost devices suitable perhaps for
mil i tary  or  professional app l i ca t ions
where cost  was not  a primary
consideration. The four npn tran-
sistors were operated from a 22 .5V
hearing aid  battery (Regency 215 ) .

A major  problem was  locating
sources for the miniature components
tha t  wou ld  be  r equ i red ,  inc lud ing  a
two-gang  tuning capac i tor .  The
search for small e lec tro ly t ic
capacitors was finally met by  a small
company set up  for the purpose by  a
co l l ege  professor in Nashvi l le .
Tennessee .  The  set  was  publicly
announced on October 18,  1954  and
reached the market in New York and
Los  Angeles  just before Chr i s tmas
1954  as the world's first all-transistor
rad io .  It had a 2- in  d iameter
loudspeaker  in the  5 by  3 by l-inch
case and weighed less than 12
ounces .  The  consumpt ion  at 4mA
gave a battery life of 20-30 hours.

The appearance of such a compact
receiver attracted considerable press
publicity and some 100,000 TR-I sets
were sold  during the first year. But
even before it appeared, other
manufacturers  were  planning all—
transistor radios, including Raytheon
which  marketed a six-transistor se t
with push-pull output powered from

Continued on next page >
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Continued from previous page >-

four D-type batteries in February
1955  -— the first aimed more at
performance than novelty, and
weighing some 4 lbs (some six times
heavier than the TR-l).

One of the foreign firms that in 1952
sought to take out a manufacturing
licence from Bell was the small Tokyo
Telecommunications Engineering
Corporation headed by Masaru lbuka
and Akio Morita but difficulties in
persuading the Japanese MIT] agency
to agree to release the dollar currency
delayed the agreement until January
1954 .  By June 1954,  Tokyo Tele-
communications was beginning to
manufacture transistors although the
yield of good devices was only about
one in twenty. When news of the TR-l
reached Japan, the decision was
made to develop Japan's first
transistor radio. It was a relatively
large receiver, launched by Tokyo
Telecommunications in August 1955,
under the brand name Sony. The
company spent some 18 months
persuading Japanese component
firms to produce miniaturized
components. In March 1957 ,  Sony
launched its first pocket-sized model
of which more than hait-a-million
were sold.

in the UK, germanium point-contact
transistors began to appear in
research laboratories in the early
19505 and a photograph in “The
Setmakers” (page 345)  shows an
experimental radio made by GEC
Research Laboratories “in 1951”
using “germanium triodes" although
the caption admits that “numerous
problems are still to be solved before
large scale production can begin”. It
would be interesting to have
confirmation of the date since it
seems unlikely that GEC could have
reached this stage in 1951 :  1952  or
1953 seems more credible, although
GEC did describe a number of
experimental designs based on GET
devices quite early on. Mullard had
low-cost alloy-junction germanium
transistors in the mid-19505 as the
OC44, OC45 radio frequency types,
OC71 and OC72 audio types, and
OC16 power types.

The first transistor radio to appear on
the UK market was the Pam Model
710, Pam being a subsidiary of C 0
Stanley's Pye company. The set was
designed in the Pye Research
Laboratories under Dr Lax and used
eight transistors made by Newmarket
Transistors Ltd, another Pye
subsidiary, although the NKT
transistors were more variable in
performance than the Mullard 0C
devices. The set reached the market

in June 1956  and had an IF of
315kHz. This was followed in January
1957  by a six-transistor model, this-
time marketed under the main Pye
name as Model 123 .

During 1957  a number of
transistorised record players as well
as radio receivers began to appear in
the UK although it was 1958 before
the transistor really began to impact
on the market. None of the early
models attempted to follow the TR-l
“pocket" approach.

The first British firm to concentrate
solely on transistor sets. including
compact models using miniaturised
components, was Perdio, formed in
1955  by Derek Willmott and J D
Heslop and later supported financially
by R M J Hely-Hutchinson. Their first
model, the PR-l, went into production
in time to be shown at the 1957 Earls
Court Radio Show where it attracted
much publicity, although the early
sets suffered many component and
design faults. By 1958-9 most of the
early problems had been overcome
and the firm produced a number of
compact seven-transistor models that
sold well - and indeed proved reliable
[A Perdio Piccadilly model using the
seven-transistor design in the
possession of the present writer is still
in good working order more than 30
years later]. But Perdio ventured too
soon into the all—transistor television
receiver market and went into
liquidation in October 1965, by which'
time Japanese transistor radios were
beginning to appear in the UK_

What of the three inventors of the
transistor? William Shockley left Bell
labs in 1954 to set up his own semi-
conductor firm at Palo Alto and
attracted a number of the leading semi-
conductor scientists and engineers;
but friction soon led them to break
away and form the key staff of
Fairchild Semiconductors. Shockley
became a professor of electrical
engineering at Stanford University but
alienated himself from liberal opinion
by expressing racial views and helping
to create a sperm bank to which only
those with high intelligence could
become donors. When he  died in
1991  at the age of 79 years, the
obituaries tended to concentrate as
much on his extreme genetic views as
upon his major contributions to the
invention of the transistor, for which
he, together with Bardeen and
Brittain, had in 1956  received the
Nobel Prize for Physics.

Brittain and Bardeen stayed with Bell,
with Bardeen, remarkably, sharing a
second Nobel  Prize for h is
contribution to the theory of
superconductivity!

Twenty years after the invention of the
transistor, Bell, in marking the
anniversary, was able to claim: “The
invention has resulted in the growth
of the multibillion-dollar transistor
industry, with scores of companies
employing hundreds of thousands of
people. Transistors are everywhere -
i n  homes ,  banks ,  automobi les ,
factories - even on the ocean floor
and in outer space. They activate
radios, TV sets, hearing aids, and
telephones. They control industrial
equipment. They drive wristwatches,
power tools; big ones even drive
locomotives. They make complex
calculations in  giant computers. and
process TV pictures from the moon.
They even prolong life with
‘Pacemaker’ heartbeats. . . . Transistors
are able to perform all of the
functions of vacuum tubes. They can
amplify electrical signals, act as
oscillators, or control and combine
pulses of current. For practically
every appl icat ion they are less
expensive, more reliable, smaller, and
consume less power than vacuum
tubes... Zone refining, invented at
BTL by William Pfann to purify
transistor materials, has made ultra-
pure materials available for all sorts
of technical and scientific purposes.
The increased interest  in  the
properties of solids has led to other
‘quantum electronic’ devices, such as
lasers, light amplifiers, and light
modulators...An integrated circuit
containing 50 to 100 transistors and
other circuit elements can fit on the
head of a pin....Through the invention
of the transistor and its resulting
development, the future of our society
has been profoundly affected. Better
worldwide communications, auto-
matic control equipment, and the ability
to process large amounts of
information are vitally necessary to
modern life."
And that was written more than a
quarter-of-a-century ago! - progress
since then has continued unabated.
Apart from a few high-power, high-
frequency applications, the valve has
become virtually obsolete, although —
fortunately for some of us - lingering
on in practice as well as in
affectionate memory!
Main Sources
“Transistor is twenty years old" — a press release
of Bell Telephone Laboratories, December 1967.
“The Electronic Epoch ” by Elizabeth Antebi, Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1982
“Electronics -— Special Commemorative issue
(50 years)", McGraw- Hill, April 17 .  1980
“The secret six-month project" by Michael F
Wolff, IEEE Spectrum. December 1985.
“Setmakers” by Keith Geddes, BREMA 1991.
I also gratefully acknowledge the valuable
comments of Dr  Desmond Thackeray on
oscillating crystals and other aspects of the pre-
history of the transistor. See also BVWS Bulletin
5:1 (p11) June 1980; 5:2 (p28) September
1980 ;  7 :1  (p11 )  June 1982 ;  11 :1  (p11 )  June
1986; 14:2 (p18) June 1989.
© Copyright Pat Hawker 1993.
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Power Supply
“ fo r  LT-HT

by Maurice Stedman, TMlElE

Some  members may have an  HT
battery eliminator used for powering
bat tery  sets  of the  n ine teen  th i r t ies
and  for t i es .  and  if i t  is  i n  work ing
order  o r  can be  repaired,  al l  that is
needed  to resurrect old battery sets is
a supply unit for LT and GB.

Such  a uni t  i s  desc r ibed  here  and
although of conventional circuitry, it
uses  modern components which are
obtainable from Maplin Electronics. lt
can be built into any available case
and the layout is not critical provided
tha t  t he  two 10W resistors are well
ventilated. The cost is about £14
excluding the  case.

The LT on-load voltage is 2 .2  at 0 .5A
and  2 .1  at 0 .7A,  which is ample  for
all requirements, and the measured
ripple is 20mV peak to peak. The GB
is absolutely smooth and is in six taps
f rom 1 .5  t o  9V as  was a gr id  b ias
battery.

The  t ransformer  used  has  two 12V
2A secondar ie s ,  bu t  the  s l ight ly
smaller one  having 12V 1A
secondar ies  wou ld  do .  The  LT
secondary runs at slightly below 1A,
but  the GB loading is negligible.

As a bonus ,  a stable 1 .4  volts for “all
d ry"  f i l amen t s  can  be  ob t a ined  by
tapping across the lower two pairs of
d iodes  in the stabilizer chain.

The  lN5401  diode across the 2v LT
output  is to  protect valves in case of
breakdown of the bridge rectifier and
to  protect them from a . c .

LT 2 Volt and GB 9 volt Power Supply
Parts List with Maplin Catalogue Nos.
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Transformer 2 x 12V 2A o r  2 x 12V IA
“13260 or  WB25C
Diodes 1N5401  QL 82 D
Diode  1N4007 QL 79  L
Wander Sockets Black HF  56 L
Wander  Socket Red HF  59 P
Smal l  Terminal Post Black FD 69 A
Small Terminal Post Red FD 72 P
Capacitor 4700 pfd 35V axial FB 96 E
Capacitor 3300 old 25V axial FB 94 C
Capacitor 0.047 aid 250 v ex 74 R
Capacitors 100  ufd 35V FB 49 D
Resistor 6 .8  10W wirewound H 6 R 8
Resistor  8 .2  10W wirewound H 8 R 2
Resistor 22 K M 22  K
Resistors 4 .7  k M 4 K 7
Capacitors 10 hid 25V FB 22  Y
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LT avert-1’ AND 3 ‘  Quote-r huER SUPPLY

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

——-——the Crystal Detector
you’ll eventually buy

Sch! by a”  I‘rufrrs,  and  manufactured  on ly  by

PORTABLE UTILITIES  CO.  LTD.
7 It 8. Fisher Street .  LONDON.W.C.1
Sruttr 'rh Ayn! ! !  .‘ FULLER,  BLACK!“  It
RUSSELL,  1.111, 30. Gordon S t ,  Glasgow

January, 1925

III“. s imples t  De tec to r  ever  invented----ami the. mos t  efficient.
too.  The  liurelca Gravit}r Detec tor  consists  of th ree  pa r t s
on ly :  two cone-shaped plated brass  caps  insulated from

each  o the r iby  an  choni lc  r ing. Around  the  i n s ide  of each  of t he se

two end  pieces is  s i t ua t ed  a row of points  so  a r ranged  that. any
crys ta l  placed inside mus t  res t  upon both rows simultaneously.

1N END TO .41.!-

Looking  a t  t he  i l lustrat ion above .
the sirupiieityr of t he  who le  idea
is a t  OIICI: appa ren t .  The  Grav i ty
De tec to r  is' moun ted  between two
s tou t  p l a t ed  clips.
The  minu te  cu r r en t s  f rom your  aerial
pass  first t h rough  one  cud-piece and
then  th rough  the  Crys ta l  via the  two
rows  o f  Con tac t  po in t s  t o  t he  s e rum!

cud-piece.  l ' e r t ee t  rect ification is
ensu red  because t he  pressure o l  t he
c rys t a l  on  t he  con tac t  po in t  mus t  he

jus t  r ight .  As a c rys ta l  user .  you will
app rec i a t e  the. [ impor t ance  of corn-ct
con tac t  pressure.

The. who le  idea under ly ing  the
Grav i ty  Detec tor  is so  now-i t ha t
expe r t s  can  be  Well excused  for
I tmi l l t i ug  i t s  \ ‘ f f le ' lc l lc j i ' .  l i n t  l l . . .

proof of t he  pudd ing  is in t he  ea t ing .
They  have  soon  found  tha t  i t  “'tit'ks
easi ly .

Here  a r e  hall—a-dozeu esr luxive
Grav i ty  f ea tu re s - "many  more  will

r ead i ly  occu r  t o  you  u t t e r  a f ew  tl:l_\‘\
use. of this  \x'omlrrful Detector .

1. When (he Gravity Detector is in
use the Crystal  i s  jui‘ly protectrd (:gI’lli’lSt'
dus t  our! light.

2. The Crystal  run  he (hunger! in a
moment and  any  crystal can be used.
No  screws o r  Sotdrr.

3 .  A slight [um u] the (inn-rig;
Detector automatically disruuers a or“;
sensitive spot .

l l .  No mailing por t s  mu!  nothing to
wear out .  li 'itl lust u lift-time.

I'i. I:'.ifrr'mr'fy striflfr m usr~ N'i'fl
mn- miy  5'. '1'. [ “0  " lino-f " rfur to pour
rri ' lilu'utinn.

ti. .t jolt or f.'ouri.-- rush-m! a ;  throw-
ing the r im-mom Set ou t  of action --
mer r iy  [ INNS H l l l ' l 'U  h t ' l l h i ' l 'B I 'C  [ JUDIHUH

fo r  t he  Crys t a l .

Complete with one piece 6 6
c t  guaranteed Crystal

l l  If T i f  f.' f t !  1'" 'i i t  t .  i f  .‘l f .  f ;  .\‘

Gilbert Art I ?”
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